Robust global/goal-oriented error estimation is used nowadays to control the approximate finite element solutions obtained from simulation. In the context of Computational Mechanics, the construction of admissible stress fields (i.e. stress tensors which verify the equilibrium equations) is required to set up strict and guaranteed error bounds (using residual based error estimators) and plays an important role in the quality of the error estimates. This work focuses on the different procedures used in the calculation of admissible stress fields, which is a crucial and technically complicated point. The three main techniques that currently exist, called the element equilibration technique (EET), the star-patch equilibration technique (SPET), and the element equilibration + starpatch technique (EESPT), are investigated and compared with respect to three different criteria, namely the quality of associated error estimators, computational cost and easiness of practical implementation into commercial finite element codes.
INTRODUCTION
Assessing the global/goal-oriented discretization error, henceforth known as model verification, has become a major challenge and a topical issue for both industrial applications and academic research. The widespread availability of computer hardware and numerical tools has contributed to a recent upsurge in the development of virtual prototyping. The modeling of physical problems requires the use of an initial mathematical model, which is considered as the reference to build a discretized model whose calculation is performed by numerical methods suited to computing tools. One of the most widespread approximation methods is the Finite Element Method (FEM) providing a numerical approximated solution of the a priori unknown exact solution of the reference model.
Within the finite element framework, the first works dealing with verification date back from the late 1970s [1, 2, 3, 4] and provide a global estimation of the discretization error which allows the global quality of a FE calculation to be quantified [5, 6, 7, 8] . For over fifteen years, various methods had been introduced to control the numerical quality of specific quantities of interest, such as local stresses, displacement values; they lead to bounds on functional outputs which are relevant information for design purposes in Mechanics [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] . However, among those global/goal-oriented error estimators built from different methods, few lead to guaranteed and relevant bounds, which is a serious drawback in the domain of robust design. Only methods based on the construction of statically admissible stress fields actually yield guaranteed bounds of the global discretization error and allow the treatment of a wide range of mechanical problems (visco-elasticity, visco-plasticity, transient dynamics, ...).
Various techniques have been developed for the construction of such stress fields; the first technique, proposed by Fraeijs de Veubeke, is based on a dual formulation, which corresponds to the best approach as regards the quality of the error estimator [22, 23] . However, despite its significant performances, this method is very expensive and intractable in practice as it requires the calculation of another global approximated solution of the reference problem; therefore its implementation is not suited for current FE codes. Three other techniques are well-suited to error estimation as they provide a statically admissible stress field from the FE solution: the element equilibration technique (EET) [2, 24, 25, 26, 27] ; the star-patch equilibration technique (SPET) [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36] ; the element equilibration + star-patch technique (EESPT) [37, 38] .
First, the EET, also called standard technique, introduces equilibrated tractions along finite element edges, leading to a quasi-explicit calculation of admissible stress fields at the element scale. The construction of tractions, in equilibrium with the external loading, is based on properties of the finite element stress field through an energy relation called the prolongation condition. Despite its affordable computational cost, the procedure for defining such tractions is in general difficult to implement into existing finite element codes. On the contrary, the SPET, also called the flux-free technique, precludescost. The performance of error estimators is investigated by comparing the estimate with the energy norm of the exact error. The numerical experiments are carried out on industrial cases. Thus, this work is in line with previous studies even though it goes further than that presented in [38] , which compared the three error estimation methods on two-dimensional academic examples, and provides more details on implementation. A good match is observed between the estimates provided by the three techniques and the energy norm of the reference error. Furthermore, different cost functions involved in the minimization step of both EET and EESPT methods are considered and analyzed to assess their influence on the corresponding error estimates.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: after this introduction, Section 2 defines the reference problem and its discretized form in order to introduce the basic concept of admissible solution; Section 3 deals with the main principles of the three existing methods for constructing admissible stress fields, while Section 4 is devoted to a detailed analysis of their practical implementation; several two-and three-dimensional numerical results are presented in Section 5 to investigate the advantages and drawbacks of those techniques on complex industrial structures; finally, Section 6 suggests several perspectives on which future research should focus.
BASICS ON ERROR ESTIMATION AND ADMISSIBLE SOLUTIONS

Presentation of the reference problem
Let us consider an open bounded domain Ω. Its boundary ∂Ω is divided into two disjoints, complementary parts ∂ 1 Ω ( = ∅) and ∂ 2 Ω such that ∂ 1 Ω ∪ ∂ 2 Ω = ∂Ω, ∂ 1 Ω ∩ ∂ 2 Ω = ∅. The problem is assumed to be linear under the assumptions of elastic material, small perturbations and the evolution in time is considered to be quasi-static and isothermal. The mechanical structure is subjected to a loading represented by (see Figure 1 ):
• a prescribed displacement U d on part ∂ 1 Ω;
• a traction force density F d on part ∂ 2 Ω;
• a body force field f d in Ω.
The reference problem consists of searching a displacement/stress pair (u(M ), (M)), M ∈ Ω, which verifies:
• the kinematic conditions:
• the equilibrium equations:
• the constitutive relation: where U = [H 1 (Ω)] 3 and S =
are the spaces of finiteenergy solutions; H 1 (Ω) stands for the standard Sobolev space of square integrable functions and first derivatives, while L 2 (Ω) refers to the space of square integrable functions.
U 0 = u * ∈ U , u * |∂1Ω = 0 represents the vectorial space associated to U , and K is the Hooke elasticity tensor.
In the following, the exact solution of the reference problem is designated by (u, ).
Presentation of the finite element problem
In most practical cases, the exact solution (u, ) cannot be obtained explicitly. Typically, numerical methods are employed to achieve an approximation of (u, ). One of the most widespread approximation methods is the finite element method (FEM) which provides a numerical solution (u h , h ) lying in the discretized space U h ×S h ⊂ U ×S. This is defined from piecewise continuous polynomial displacement shape functions associated with a spatial discretization (finite element space mesh M h ) of the domain Ω. The prescribed displacement field U d is assumed to be compatible with the FE discretization. Thus, the finite element problem consists of finding a displacement/stress pair
In the displacement-type finite element framework, the FE solution (u h , h ) satisfies both kinematic conditions (1) and constitutive relation (3) of the reference problem, but not equilibrium equations (2).
On the one hand, let us define the discretization error e h = u − u h , also called the exact error or true error, corresponding to the difference between the exact displacement solution and the FE one; this error enables to control and assess the numerical quality of the FE solution (u h , h ). Usually, it is measured in terms of a suitable norm, such as the energy norm
which leads to a global discretization error e h u,Ω . On the order hand, local errors ∆I = I(u)−I(u h ) can be defined if one seeks to evaluate quantities of interest, i.e. functional outputs I(u) of the solution.
Construction of an admissible solution
In the framework of error estimation, a major interest concerns methods leading to strict and robust (global or local) error bounds for various types of mechanical problems. For this purpose, the construction of admissible solutions is required to obtain such reliable bounds [8, 2] . Furthermore, the quality of the yielded admissible solution can have a significant impact on the accuracy of the corresponding error estimate. An admissible pair, denoted (û h , h ), should verify (1) and (2) , which amounts to saying thatû h and h are kinematically and statically admissible, respectively. The strategy to set up an admissible solution of the reference problem relies on the post-processing of the data of both reference problem and FE solution (u h , h ) at hand. When using a displacement-type FE method, a natural way to reconstructû h is to exploit straightforwardly the FE displacement field u h as this one already satisfies the kinematic conditions. Thus, one generally choosesû h = u h except in the case of incompressible materials, for which a special method is employed [39] . Conversely, the reconstruction of an admissible stress field h is more complicated as the FE stress field h does not verify the equilibrium equations (it does on the FE sense only). This stage represents the key difficulty of the construction of an admissible pair. Various techniques enable to construct an admissible stress field, the best one with respect to the quality of the error estimator being based on a dual formulation of the reference problem. However, it relies on the FE calculation of two completely distinct formulations, which represents a serious drawback in terms of computing time and implementation [22, 23] . Three concurrent and well-suited techniques will be described and discussed in details in the next section.
Eventually, an appraisal of the quality of the new approximate solution (û h , h ) is provided by
,Ω of the error on the constitutive relation (3), with
The constitutive relation error (CRE) is linked to the global discretization error through the well-known Prager-Synge theorem [40] implying that the constitutive relation error is a guaranteed upper bound of the global discretization error:
and U S|E ⊂ U p h|E . Thus, the prolongation condition (12) defines local problems P N i associated with each node i ∈ N . Problem P N i associated with node i ∈ N is a linear system that reads:
where the unknown quantityb
|Γ over the edge Γ ∈ J N i is the projection of tractionF h|Γ over the FE shape function ϕ i :b
Solvability of local problems P N i (14) depends on the type of node i considered. Indeed, existence of a solution for system (14) most of the time requires the verification of a compatibility condition, that reads:
Noticing that:
the compatibility conditions (16) and (17) are ensured by the FE equilibrium equations (5) satisfied by the FE stress field h , as the vectorial equation (18) is linked after some straightforward computations to the scalar equilibrium equations (5) .
If local problems P N i (14) can admit several solutions, the uniqueness of the solution is ensured by performing the least-squares minimization of a cost function of the form [8] :
where the known quantity b
|Γ represents the projection of the FE stress vector h n, over the edge
, on the FE shape function ϕ i :
• for an internal edge Γ connected to elements E and E ,
• for an edge Γ ⊂ ∂ 1 Ω connected to element E,
• for an edge Γ ⊂ ∂ 2 Ω connected to element E,
Other cost functions will be considered in Section 5 to study the influence of its choice on the quality of the error estimate.
Eventually, densitiesF h along edges Γ ∈ J are recovered fromb
, using the same interpolation degree as the FE displacement field u h . In other words, one seeksF h|Γ ∈ U p h|Γ under the form:
Therefore, the evaluation of tractionsF h|Γ along each edge Γ ∈ J requires the solution of a set of linear local problems at the edge level involving the projectionsb
3.2.3. Second stage: calculation of an admissible stress field h at the element scale Once the fluxequilibration procedure has been performed, one seeks the local restriction h|E of an admissible stress field h to each element E ∈ E as the solution of an equilibrium local problem P E E where the previously calculated tractionsF h play the role of the external loading over the element boundaries:
It is important to recall that the construction of tractionsF h leads to equilibrated local problems P E ∈ E. In practice, a dual formulation (displacement-type FEM) of local static problems P E E (21) combined with a p-refinement or h-refinement of the FEM is used to obtain a numerical approximation of h|E . In other words, the discretization of each element E ∈ E consists of considering either a single element E along with an interpolation of degree p + k, where p denotes the degree of the FE analysis and k an additional degree, or a subdivision of element E along with an interpolation of degree p. The p-refinement technique, introduced by Babuska and Strouboulis [42] , has a higher convergence rate than the h-refinement one and circumvents the need to generate a new refined mesh. Using an extradegree k = 3 yields a very good and accurate approximation of a statically admissible stress field, thus leading to an error estimate of good quality [43] . The p-refinement technique could also be combined with a h-refinement technique. The interested reader can refer to [8] for more information.
Remark 2. The stress field h|E obtained using a p-refinement technique is not strictly admissible in the sense that local problems P E E (21) are not solved exactly; such a stress field leads to only asymptotic error bounds with respect to a refined solution.
Remark 3. Local problems P E E (21) can however be solved exactly: a first procedure consists of constructing an admissible stress field analytically; this construction requires a subsplitting of elements, the statically admissible stress field being searched using a piecewise polynomial basis [8, 25] . This analytical construction yields strictly admissible stress fields provided that body force field f d is a polynomial with a degree compatible with that of h|E . Another procedure consists of using a stress-type FEM. Both procedures yield admissible stress fields and therefore strict error bounds with respect to the exact solution.
The EET has a very attractive feature, namely its affordable computational cost, as local problems P N i (14) and P E E (21) are both reasonably costly. Despite this advantage, the flux-equilibration procedure needed to properly set boundary conditions for local problems P E E (21) is complex to implement, which strongly limits its practical use into existing FE codes. Nevertheless, it has already been implemented into the industrial software SAMCEF [44].
The star-patch equilibration technique (SPET) -flux-free method
The second method, called the star-patch equilibration technique (SPET), was formerly developed for fluid mechanics [29, 30, 31] and has been revisited and adapted to solid mechanics by Parés, Díez and Huerta [32] under the name flux-free technique. This technique does not require any flux recovery or flux splitting technique as there is no need to perform flux equilibration; this constitutes a serious advantage for implementation. The novelty of this technique is the introduction of a partition of unity which allows to boil down to self-equilibrated local problems defined on sets of elements, also called patches or stars.
3.3.1. Definition of self-equilibrated local problems over patches of elements The global problem defining the discretization error e h = u − u h can be obtained from the equilibrium equations (2) replacing u by e h + u h . It reads:
Find e h ∈ U 0 such that: where R h stands for the weak residual functional associated with the FE approximation u h . This residual equation conveys the failure to comply with the FE equilibrium equations (5).
The main idea consists of introducing at this stage the partition of unity defined by the linear FE shape functions λ i ∈ U 1 h based on vertices i ∈ I, which are such that:
Global problem (22) can thus be reformulated as:
Let us define the patch Ω i as the support of λ i ; in other words, Ω i designates the support of the set E I i of elements connected to vertex i ∈ I (see Figure 2) . Therefore, the SPET consists of solving a set of local problems in each patch Ω i : Find e i ∈ U 0|Ωi such that:
where U 0|Ωi is the restriction of U 0 to patch
Now, let us recall the key property of the Galerkin approach, which is the Galerkin orthogonality:
where
Let us note that the weak residual R h (λ i •) does not allow to ensure the solvability of local problems (24) . Indeed, existence of a solution of (24) is guaranteed if and only if the following compatibility condition holds: R h (λ i u s ) = 0 ∀ u s ∈ U S,0|Ωi , where U S,0|Ωi is the restriction of U S,0 to patch Ω i , i.e. the set of rigid body displacement fields defined over Ω i which vanish on ∂ 1 Ω ∩ Ω i . However, this condition is not verified for an interpolation degree p = 1, as λ i u s ∈ U In [32] , the projector Π : U 0 → U 1 h,0 whose image is in the space of linear FE shape functions was defined. By using Galerkin orthogonality (25) , the right-hand side term of (24) can be replaced by R h (λ i (u * − Πu * )) leading to a new set of local problems P I i over each patch Ω i in the form: Find e i ∈ U 0|Ωi such that:
By observing that:
local problems P I i (26) are well-posed and solvable, the projector being the key ingredient to ensure their solvability, especially for an interpolation degree p = 1. Let us note that for scalar (i.e. one-dimensional) problems and for two-or three-dimensional mechanical problems with high-order interpolation degree (at least quadratic), it is not necessary to introduce the projector Π into the right-hand side term of (24) to achieve the solvability of local problems
Therefore, local problems (26) defined at the patch scale are self-equilibrated so that their solution does not require the construction of tractions or flux jumps along element boundaries and there is no need to perform any flux equilibration to achieve equilibrium, which is a very interesting feature for implementation purposes. In practice, the solution of local problems (26) is computed using a p-refinement or h-refinement over patches Ω i . The calculation is classically performed using the original FE mesh M h with a p + 3 discretization over each patch Ω i in order to obtain a fairly good approximation of the solution of (26).
3.3.2. Construction of both an admissible stress field and a global estimate Summing (26) for all vertices i ∈ I leads to a relation between the discretization error e h and numerical solutions e i :
Consequently, numerical solutions e i obtained from (26) allow to define a global error estimate, which is an overestimation of the energy norm of the discretization error:
with
Equivalently, one can define an admissible stress field over each element E ∈ E:
Finally, the SPET evades the main disadvantage of the EET, because it does not require the construction of equilibrated tractions making its implementation less cumbersome. On the other hand, local problems P I i (26) are defined at the patch scale and, therefore, involve a large number of degrees of freedom, particularly in 3D, compared with local problems P E E (21) defined at the element scale for the EET. Thus, the calculation of an admissible stress field using the SPET may result in simply defined but costly computations. [38] , is a hybrid method insofar as it takes advantage of the ingredients of both EET and SPET methods. As for the EET, the procedure to construct an admissible stress field involves two main stages:
(i) construction of tractionsF h in equilibrium with the external loading (
(ii) construction of an admissible stress field h solution of the static local problem
The second stage is similar to that of the EET. As previously explained, those local problems P E E are solved numerically by using a dual formulation of (21) and the FEM through a refined mesh (p-refinement); one can refer to Section 3.2.3 for details. The main thrust relates to the first stage, which aims at constructing equilibrated tractions, in order to facilitate its practical implementation. The principle is to exploit not only the prolongation condition used in the EET, but also the partition of unity involved in the SPET.
3.4.2.
Definition of a set of local problems over patches of elements Prolongation condition (8) , in which the FE shape functions ϕ i belong to U p h , can be reformulated in the global form:
where V p h designates the space of polynomial functions which are continuous over each element E ∈ E but possibly discontinuous across the inter-element edges.
One can replace the vectorial space V p h of degree p by the vectorial space V q h of degree q such that 1 q p, since this one suffices to ensure the equilibrium condition (11) . Let us note that using q < p is not equivalent to enforcing prolongation condition (8) . For the sake of simplicity and affordable computational cost, one limits to the case q = 1, but the method can be generalized for functions v * h ∈ V q h of degree q with 1 q p. By considering linear FE shape functions ϕ i ∈ U 1 h only, (31) becomes:
Using the weak equilibrium between h ,F h and f d gives: Then, incorporating the partition of unity defined by the linear FE shape functions λ i ∈ U 1 h into (33) leads to:
In order to offer better flexibility, we will consider the following set of local problems P I i introduced in [38] and defined over each patch Ω i by observing that Ω i is the support of λ i :
h such that:
Let us note that the sum of local problems (35) (or (34)) for all vertices i ∈ I leads to equation (33) , which shows that global equilibrium is ensured.
By noticing that solutions λ iF (i)
h of (35) 
Both sets J I i and E I i are represented in Figure 3 . Consequently, once local problems (36) have been solved, tractionsF h are recovered on each edge Γ ∈ J by summing the solutions λ iF
h of local problems (36) for all the vertices connected to the edge Γ, i.e. for i ∈ I
In practice, local quantities λ iF
h are sought along each edge Γ ∈ J in the space of piecewise continuous polynomial functions of degree p defined on the element edges. Indeed, more precisely, 
Operator
h . The solvability of local problem P I i defined over patch Ω i by (38) is ensured and those local problems introduced for p = 1 implicitly require that (see [38] ):
Remark 5. In the case q = p, v * h ∈ V p h and local problems (36) are not solvable. Therefore, the modification introduced in (38) should be used to ensure solvability.
Now, let us focus on the uniqueness of solution λ iF (i)
h of (36) (or (38) ). This one is obtained by performing a least-squares minimization step over each patch Ω i involving a cost function whose form is similar to (19) :
The known quantity λ i F • for an internal edge Γ connected to elements E and E ,
• for an edge Γ ⊂ ∂ 1 Ω connected to element E, • for an edge Γ ⊂ ∂ 2 Ω connected to element E,
h|Γ is defined for each edge Γ ∈ J I i as:
h|Γ is the projection of λ i Π Γ h over the space of polynomial functions of degree p;
• for p = 1, due to implicit conditions (39),
h|Γ is such that:
It is important to point out that, with respect to the expressions of λ i F
h , those quantities are sought along each edge Γ ∈ J in the same space as λ iF
h , namely the space of piecewise continuous polynomial functions of degree p.
Let us recall that several cost functions will be defined and investigated in Section 5.
Computational aspects of the various methods and a detailed analysis of their implementation are addressed in the next section. This section particularly concerns the computation of the local tractions in the EET and EESPT methods.
PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DIFFERENT METHODS
Practical implementation of the EET
Local problem P N i (14) associated with a node i ∈ N takes the matrix form:
is the unknown generalized vector which contains the combination of vectorsb
|Γ for every edge Γ ∈ J N i , and Q (i) is the generalized vector which is the combination of vectors Q
Let us recall that the solvability of (42), for both internal node i ∈ Ω and node i ∈ ∂ 2 Ω, requires the verification of a compatibility condition resulting from the FE equilibrium. For such systems, the vectorial equation coming from one, and only one, element E ∈ E N i is removed to fix the kernel of matrix B (i) . Thus, system (42) is changed to:
Let n
ind be the number of independent equations coming from the prolongation condition, i.e. the number of rows of matrixB 
enf be the number of enforced equations of system (44), i.e. the number of rows of matrix C (i) . Besides, one performs a minimization step if and only if the following minimization condition holds:
ind . In this case, cost function (19) can be rewritten mathematically as:
where the generalized vector b (i) is the combination of known vectors b
Finally, the problem to be solved for each node i ∈ N depends on the minimization condition:
ind , it consists of minimizing cost function (45) under both constraints (44) enforced over ∂ 2 Ω and constraints (43) coming from prolongation condition (8) . Thus, introducing the Lagrangian:
the system to be solved takes the matrix form:
B correspond to the vectors of Lagrange multipliers associated with constraints (44) and (43), respectively;
• else, it consists of solving explicitly the following system:
It is worthy noticing that, if n
ind , one gives priority to enforced constraints (44) involving traction force density F d . Thus, in this case, matrixB (i) and vectorQ
are truncated so that the number of constraints coming from (43) (i.e. resulting from the prolongation condition) is reduced to n
Over each edge Γ ∈ J , tractionF h|Γ reads: T is the vector of FE shape functions of degree p over Γ.
Finally, once projectionsb (i) have been calculated, tractionsF h|Γ are recovered by solving a linear local system over each edge Γ ∈ J in the form:
where the generalized vectorb Γ is the combination of vectorsb
|Γ for each node i ∈ N J Γ , and K Γ is similar to a mass matrix associated with edge Γ ∈ J .
Practical implementation of the SPET
In order to simply remove the first (linear) part Πu * of u * involved in the r.h.s. term of (26), quantities e i and u * are assumed to belong to the FE interpolation space defined from hierarchical shape functions of degree p + 3 over each element E ∈ E I i , instead of Lagrange shape functions. Furthermore, solutions e i of (26) have to verify the following kinematic conditions e i|∂1Ω∩Ωi = 0 (i.e. e i ∈ U 0|Ωi ); those kinematic constraints are enforced by substitution in (26) . Therefore, the procedure used for the calculation of solutions e i of (26) is fairly simple to implement as the use of FE hierarchical shape functions enables to retain only the high-order part of u * , which apparently seems to be the main difficulty associated with this method. 
Practical implementation of the EESPT
where [ϕ |Γ ] is the matrix of FE shape functions of degree p over Γ andf
) is the vector of components of λ iF
h|Γ ). Besides, quantity v * h is discretized over element E ∈ E I i which reads:
where [λ |E ] is the matrix of linear FE shape functions over E and X
(i)
h,E is the vector of components of v * h|E .
Local problems P I i (36) (or (38)) then take the matrix form: 
Let us recall that conditions λ iF
h|Γ along edges Γ ∈ J I i ∩ ∂ 2 Ω must be verified for vertex i ∈ ∂ 2 Ω. Those equalities readf
over Γ ∈ J I i ∩ ∂ 2 Ω and can be enforced using penalty terms in cost function (40) . Thus, cost function (40) takes the matrix form:
where the generalized vector f and P (i) is a diagonal penalty matrix.
• In the case p 2, known vector f • In the case p = 1, conditions (41) required for the calculation of quantity f
mathematically read under the form:
where 
where f Once the procedure to fix the kernel of matrix A (i) has been performed, local problem (53) becomes:
Finally, the problem to be solved over patch Ω i consists of minimizing cost function (54) under constraint (57) coming from the global prolongation condition (31) . Thus, introducing the Lagrangian:
h represents the vector of Lagrange multipliers associated with constraints (57), the system to be solved takes the matrix form: Finally, referring to section 3.4.2, one recovers tractionsF h along edges Γ ∈ J from quantitiesf
As for the EET, an important and noteworthy point related to the procedure for constructing tractionŝ
h concerns its explicit and non-intrusive nature.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
All the two-and three-dimensional numerical experiments presented in this section are based on finite elements with Lagrange shape functions for both EET and EESPT methods, and hierarchical shape functions for the SPET. All the resolutions of local problems described in Section 3 at the element scale for both the EET and EESPT or at the patch scale for the SPET are performed by using a p + k discretization with k = 3 (p-refinement). The value of the penalty terms involved in the EESPT for enforcing the Neumann conditions on the edges which lie on ∂ 2 Ω is set to 10 5 . The selected examples are commonly used for industrial applications:
• the first case is a weight sensor whose sensor capacity ranges from 1 kg to 2.5 kg. This twodimensional numerical test is a plane-stress linear elastic problem; • the second case is an open hole specimen, which is represented by a three-dimensional plate containing a central hole. This structure is generally employed to study bolted joints in construction and machine design; • the third case is a dome-shaped closure head, forming a part of a nuclear reactor vessel closure assembly; • the fourth case is the hub of the main rotor of the NH90 helicopter developed by the Eurocopter company. It acts as a coupling sleeve between the helicopter frame and the rotor system.
For all the structures considered, the material is chosen to be isotropic, homogeneous, linear, and elastic with Young's modulus E = 1 and Poisson's ratio ν = 0.3. The three techniques used to calculate admissible stress fields are analyzed in terms of quality of the error estimators, computational cost and simplicity of practical implementation. The corresponding error estimates are denoted by θ = e cre (û h , h ). The considered error estimates are also compared to the reference error, which usually replaces the unknown exact discretization error for practical purposes. Indeed, the exact error is estimated using a reference error lying in a discretized space much refined with respect to U h ; this reference error is thus computed from an "overkill" solution. Let us note that the same notation e h u,Ω will be used to denote the energy norm of the reference error and that of the true or exact discretization error. The quality of the error estimators is measured with the usual effectivity index η • , which is the ratio between any error estimate θ • and the energy norm of the reference error e h u,Ω :
the subscript • corresponding to the three estimators studied, i.e. "EET", "SPET" and "EESPT". Thus, the accuracy of the error estimator is given by the value of η: η > 1 indicates that θ is an overestimation of the reference error, whereas η < 1 demonstrates that the former underestimates the latter.
Weight sensor
First, let us consider the structure of Figure 5 , which contains two symmetric holes. The structure is clamped along the bottom-right side and subjected to a unit force density f = −y along the top-left side. The other remaining boundaries are traction-free. The mesh used for the calculation consists of 11 807 linear triangular elements and 6 320 nodes (i.e. 12 640 degrees of freedom), see Figure 5 . It has been heuristically adapted by refining the elements in the regions of the two holes where stresses are larger (indeed, only the high-stress zones are interesting for design purposes in mechanical design). The direct calculation of e h u,Ω is computationally unaffordable. As the structure is only subjected to kinematic conditions imposing zero displacement field on ∂ 1 Ω, the exact value of the energy norm of the reference error has been calculated using:
The required CPU time is about 2 s, which is very convenient if one seeks to assess the energy norm of the reference error only. Indeed this computation is very low compared to that needed to compute the local contributions to the energy norm of the reference error whose corresponding computational cost reaches about 15 hours, since the finite element and reference meshes are not being nested and the projection procedure is very time consuming. However, in order to have access to the spatial distribution of the element-by-element contributions to e h u,Ω , the calculation of e h u,E ∀E ∈ E, Figure 8 . Spatial distribution of local contributions to the energy norm of the reference error and zoom around the highly-loaded region.
estimators are consistent. Moreover, the results reveal that the error estimate obtained with the SPET is more accurate than those given by the EET and EESPT: the global effectivity index η is closer to 1 for the SPET. The computational costs required by the EET and the EESPT are quite similar, whereas the CPU time needed for the SPET is four to five times higher. Spatial distribution of local contributions to the energy norm of the reference error is shown in Figure 8 , whereas that of local contributions to the error estimates for the three methods are displayed in Figure 9 . Local contributions in each element of the FE mesh to the error estimates provide local indicators of the local energy norm of the reference error, that could be useful for a remeshing strategy in an adaptive procedure. From a qualitative viewpoint, the estimated error distribution is in good agreement with the reference error distribution. The main contributions of the error are concentrated around the top and bottom regions of the holes, i.e. located in the highly-loaded regions. One defines a local effectivity index as the ratio between the element-by-element contribution to the error estimate and the one to the energy norm of the reference error. Spatial distribution of the local effectivity indices is shown in Figure 10 . Let us recall that contributions to the effectivity index are computed with respect to the reference error. The local effectivity indices range between 0.675 and 7.507 for the EET; 0.586 and 3.802 for the SPET; 0.581 and 7.375 for the EESPT. One can observe that a quite large set of elements has a local effectivity index inferior to 1, even in low-stress regions.
Influence of the choice of the cost function involved in the EET and the EESPT Quantities ∆q
h ) |Γ for the EET and the EESPT, respectively. Several cost functions have been considered for the least-squares minimization step over J i , where stands for N (resp. I) in the case of the EET (resp. EESPT): 
sponds to the density of elastic energy stored in each edge Γ ∈ J i . It has been explicitly obtained by assuming that the plane part of the strain field associated with the statically admissible stress field is continuous across the inter-element edges. The interested reader can refer to [45] for details.
Their influence on the quality of the two error estimators EET and EESPT has been studied; results are shown in Table II . They reveal that the more physical information the cost function contains, the more accurate the yielded error estimator is. Indeed the global effectivity index experiences a 8% decrease when the cost function J 2 is used instead of J 0 . The bounds of the local effectivity indices calculated using each cost function are shown in Table III for both EET and EESPT methods.
These results confirm that it seems better to use a physically sound cost function, such as J 2 , even though the bounds of the local effectivity index are quite similar for all the cost functions we considered.
Plate with a hole
Let us consider a plate, represented in Figure 11 , which contains a central hole. The plate is 20 mm long, 15 mm large, 1 mm high and presents a hole of radius 2.5 mm. Due to symmetry, only one eighth of the structure is analyzed. Symmetry boundary conditions are applied on the light blue surfaces represented in Figure 11 . The structure is subjected to a unit traction force density t = +x along the right side. The hole and the top side are traction-free boundaries. The mesh, containing 23 493 linear tetrahedral elements and 6 125 nodes (i.e. 18 375 d.o.f.), is given in Figure 11 . The mesh density increases toward the hole which is the highest stress region. The reference mesh is built up by splitting each tetrahedron into 64 tetrahedra. Consequently, it consists of 1 503 552 linear tetrahedral elements and 284 753 nodes 
Comparison of the three error estimators
The cost function J 0 has been used for the local minimization step. The FE stress field is shown in Figure 12 and the admissible stress fields obtained from the three techniques are displayed in Figure 13 . The highly-loaded region is located toward the vicinity of the hole. The exact value of the energy norm of the reference error has been directly calculated from the reference solution:
The CPU time required for this last calculation is about 1 s, which is very low compared to that needed to compute the element-by-element contributions to e h u,Ω whose computational cost exceeds 22 hours.
For each method, the estimate, the corresponding global effectivity index and the normalized CPU time (with respect to that required for EET) have been calculated and compared; results are given in Table IV . The same conclusions as for the previous two-dimensional case can be drawn, that is to say John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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that the SPET is more accurate and costly than the two other estimators. Indeed, the computational cost required to compute the SPET is about five and a half times higher than that needed to compute the EET and the EESPT. As the density of the FE mesh is not uniform, the reference and estimated spatial distributions of the error are represented as a density that is the ratio between the squared element-by-element contribution to the reference (or estimated) error and the size of the element. Figures 14 and 15 show respectively the spatial distribution of the local contributions to the density of the energy norm of the reference error and that of the local contributions to the density of the error estimates for the three methods. Only elements in which the contribution to the error estimates is relevant are represented. The main contributions of the density of the error are related to elements located in the neighborhood of the hole. The similarity of maps in Figure 15 demonstrates the good agreement between the reference and estimated error distributions. Nevertheless, the SPET produces local contributions of the density of the error estimate of better quality level than that given by the EET and the EESPT.
Once again, the local contributions to the effectivity index are computed with respect to the reference error. The local effectivity indices range between 1.253 and 34.930 for the EET; 1.086 and 9.458 for the SPET; 0.999 and 34.377 for the EESPT. One can observe that almost all the elements have a local effectivity index superior to 1 for the three techniques. Nevertheless, it is worthy noticing that the introduced global error estimators could not directly be used in a goal-oriented analysis, especially the EET and EESPT, because the maximum local contribution to the error estimates drastically overestimates the corresponding contribution to the energy norm of the reference error.
Influence of the choice of the cost function involved in the EET and the EESPT
The study of the influence of the various cost functions on the performance of the two error estimators EET and EESPT has been investigated; results are summarized in Table V . They tend to show that the global effectivity index experiences a moderate decrease by 3% for the EET and a slight increase by 1% for the EESPT between the cost functions J 0 and J 2 . The use of the cost function J 2 enables to obtain a slightly better effectivity index compared to the cost function J 1 for both estimators. The bounds of the local effectivity indices obtained using each cost function are given in Table VI for both the EET and EESPT. The analysis of the data reveals that the two global estimators are not well-suited to direct goal-oriented analysis for all the cost functions considered.
Closure head
Now, let us consider a dome-shaped closure head which is part of a nuclear reactor vessel closure assembly. This closure head includes height standpipes. In the whole vessel assembly, a control rod drive mechanism (CDM) plug is inserted in each standpipe. The closure head is cyclic-symmetric with respect to the axis of the closure head and only one quarter of the structure is modeled (see Figure 16) . The structure is H = 2330 mm high with an inner radius of 1310 mm and a thickness of 210 mm. The bottom of the closure head presents a shoulder that is 70 mm long, representing its connection to the vessel shell. The standpipes have a height of about 530 mm above the closure head, an inside diameter of 305 mm and an outside diameter of 406 mm. Each standpipe presents a 260 mm diameter ledge in which a CDM plug is sit in the whole vessel assembly. The center of each standpipe is located at a distance of 964 mm from the axis of the closure head. Furthermore, the closure head includes a bolting flange containing a set of holes whose diameter is 146 mm. In the whole closure assembly, the closure head is attached to the vessel shell by 40 stud bolts passing through this flange, which has a height of 584 mm. Symmetry boundary conditions are introduced on the bottom end of the closure head and on the perpendicular sides. The inner surface of the closure head is subjected to a constant pressure p 0 = 1. A unit traction force density t = −n, normal to the surface, is applied on the inner surface of the standpipe located under the ledge. Those two loading conditions tend to represent the effect of water on the closure head. Besides, both sides of the flange are loaded with a vertical unit traction force density f = ±z, representing the effect of the pre-tension load applied to each bolt on the flange. The geometry and mesh considered, consisting of 38 099 linear tetrahedral elements and 8 730 nodes (i.e. 26 190 d.o.f.), are shown in Figure 16 . The reference mesh is obtained dividing each tetrahedron in 8 tetrahedra. As a result, it comprises 304 792 linear tetrahedral elements and 60 381 nodes (i.e. 181 143 d.o.f.). Figures 17 and 18 represent the FE stress field and the admissible stress fields, respectively, obtained using the three techniques. A good match is observed for the different stress distributions on the closure head. Results reveal that the highest stress zone is located at the bottom region of the standpipes.
Comparison of the three error estimators
The exact value of the energy norm of the reference error has been directly calculated from the 
and required a computational cost of about 0.25 s, whereas the computational cost necessary for calculating the local contributions to e h u,Ω reaches 7 hours. The effectiveness and the normalized CPU time corresponding to each estimator are compared again. Table VII shows the estimate, the effectivity index and the normalized computational cost for the three estimators considered. Those results confirm the relevance and the consistency of the proposed estimators.
The elementary contributions to the density of the energy norm of the reference error and that of the different error estimates are shown in Figures 19 and 20 , respectively. The higher contributions to the error estimates obtained using the EET and EESPT are concentrated in the ill-shaped elements. Figures 21 and 22 depict only the elements whose contribution to the energy norm of the reference error and to the error estimates is relevant. One can see that the error is localized not only in the bottom region of the standpipes but also near the area connecting the flange and the dome. One can see that all the elements have a local effectivity index superior to 1 for the three techniques. Nevertheless, it is worthy noticing that the introduced global error estimators could not directly be used in a goal-oriented analysis, especially the EET and EESPT, because the maximum local contribution to the error estimates drastically overestimates the corresponding contribution to the energy norm of the reference error.
5.3.2.
Influence of the choice of the cost function involved in the EET and the EESPT The study of the influence of the various cost functions on the performance of the two error estimators EET and EESPT has been investigated; results are summarized in Table VIII . They tend to show that the global effectivity index experiences a moderate decrease by 4% for the EET and a slight increase by 3% for the EESPT between the cost functions J 0 and J 2 . The use of the cost function J 2 enables to obtain a slightly better effectivity index compared to the cost function J 1 for both estimators. As for the previous three-dimensional case, cost functions J 0 and J 2 provide a more relevant effectivity index for the EET and the EESPT, respectively. The bounds of the local effectivity indices obtained using each cost function are given in Table IX for both EET and EESPT methods. The analysis of the data reveals that the two global estimators are not well-suited to direct goal-oriented analysis for all the cost functions considered. 
Hub of main rotor
A part of the NH90 helicopter from the Eurocopter company is considered. The structure is the hub of the main rotor which is used as a coupling sleeve between the helicopter frame and the rotor system. The structure is clamped at one end and subjected to a unit traction force density t, normal to the surface, on the other end. Let us notice that the loading plan is not exactly orthogonal to the main axis of the structure. The geometry and mesh considered, made of 19 778 linear tetrahedral elements and 5 898 nodes (i.e. 17 694 d.o.f.), are shown in Figure 23 . The reference mesh is built up by splitting each tetrahedron into 64 tetrahedra. Therefore, it contains 1 265 792 linear tetrahedral elements and 250 274 nodes (i.e. 750 822 d.o.f.). One can notice that the FE mesh seems to be fairly distorted and, therefore, contains very ill-shaped elements.
Comparison of the three error estimators
The cost function J 0 has been used for the local minimization step. The highest stress region corresponds to the clamped surface, which is not a design zone. Conversely, the selected region in Figure 24 plays an essential role in design purposes and engineering interest. The FE stress field in the selected region is depicted in Figure 24 and the admissible stress fields obtained from the three techniques are displayed in Figure 25 . The exact value of the energy norm of the reference error has been directly calculated from the reference solution:
and required a computational cost of about 1 s, whereas the computational cost necessary for calculating the local contributions to e h u,Ω reaches more than 14 hours. The estimated error assessment has been performed and the corresponding results are shown in Table X . The effectivity indices obtained using the EET and the EESPT are very high due to the high distortion of the FE mesh. Indeed, a large number of ill-shaped elements has a high contribution to the error. The error in the geometry may also be playing some role. Therefore, those error estimators are very sensitive to the bad quality of the FE mesh. The elementary contributions to the density of the energy norm of the reference error and that of the different error estimates are shown in Figures 26 and 27 , respectively. The contributions to the density of the various estimates are displayed on a log scale. Only elements located in zones where the contribution to the energy norm of the reference error and to the error estimates is significant are represented. Those maps reflect the same trend, namely a slightly higher contribution for the elements located in the highly-loaded region of the selected zone. The highest contributions are localized in the most distorted elements.
As for the previous cases, the local contributions to the effectivity index are computed with respect to the reference error. As the local effectivity indexes are very high for the most distorted elements, one distinguishes zones with very ill-shaped elements from the remainder of the FE mesh. The chosen quality measure used to evaluate tetrahedral quality is the radius ratio, which is the radius of the sphere circumscribed by a tetrahedron's four vertices divided by the radius of the inscribed sphere tangent to a tetrahedron's four edges. Most of the elements (17 773 tetrahedra precisely) have a radius ratio less than 9. For those elements, the local effectivity indices range between 0.25 and 49.71 for the EET; 0.51 and 27.72 for the SPET; 0.25 and 47.15 for the EESPT. On the other hand, for the most distorted elements (2 005 tetrahedra exactly), which have a radius ratio varying between 9 and 594.2, the maximum value of the local effectivity indexes reaches 2529.25 for the EET, 405.66 for the SPET and 723.22 for the EESPT. Overall, those numerical results indicate that the three estimators do not provide relevant local bounds in these regions.
5.4.2.
Influence of the choice of the cost function involved in the EET and the EESPT Results are similar to that of the previous cases. Table XI reports the estimates and the effectivity indexes obtained using the EET and the EESPT for the three cost functions we considered. The results show that the effectivity indexes are quite similar, except for EET and cost function J 0 whose corresponding effectivity index is fairly higher.
CONCLUSION AND PROSPECTS
The three techniques, namely the EET, the SPET and the EESPT, have been implemented and analyzed in terms of quality of the error estimate, practical implementation and computational cost. Those methods have also been compared with respect to the energy norm of the reference error, i.e the global reference error. Several two-and three-dimensional experiments have been carried out in order to compare the performance and computational cost of the three different approaches. The distribution of the local contributions to the global reference error has been accurately estimated for all the numerical experiments. Indeed, the three methods yield estimates which are guaranteed and sharp upper bounds of the energy norm of the reference error, even though the SPET appears to give a superior accuracy of estimation than that achievable by the EET and EESPT. Besides, the SPET seems to be convenient for implementation compared to the EET, and the EESPT to a lesser extent. However, the EET and the EESPT offer lower computational costs compared to the SPET, especially for three-dimensional cases. Thus, the EESPT may overcome the practical difficulties involved by the two other methods. Overall, the EESPT seems to be a good compromise in terms of quality of the error estimation, practical implementation and computational cost.
The development of an enhanced version of the EESPT method using a weak prolongation condition and resulting in local minimization of the complementary energy will be addressed in a forthcoming work; it is inspired from previous works of [45] . Future research will also focus on the use of EESPT method for goal-oriented error estimation associated to CRE.
